Abstract
Commit Good is a reward-based, charitable
marketplace, fundraising, and philanthropic
ecosystem built on the Ethereum platform.
The team at Commit Good are dedicated to
creating a system of giving that is transparent
during all stages of the donation process.
Commit Good will reward users for certain
activities conducted through the Commit
Good platform with the creation of the
GOOD token. These tokens will be valued
as blockchain assets as their utility will be
defined through incorporation of key features
and rewards. GOOD tokens will be used
for marketplace transactions, fundraising,
donations, and last mile delivery.
GOOD tokens will adhere to the ERC20
token standard. ERC20 is a widely accepted
token standard in the Ethereum ecosystem
and exchanges that will facilitate rapid
adoption. GOOD tokens will be generated
with full transparency on the Ethereum
blockchain platform. This will enable users to
track their donations in GOOD tokens from
wallet to organization.
Commit Good will be easy to use and
intuitive. Even the average user will be
able to login and begin receiving GOOD
tokens. Commit Good plans to incorporate
cryptocurrency in a method that sustains a
reward-based economy while solving several
issues that plague the charity domain. A
cryptocurrency wallet will be built-in to the
platform, allowing users to send and receive
GOOD tokens in a simple manner.

Our database of organizations will be made
available at the local, regional, national, and
even global level to highlight the good that
is occurring around the world. Users will be
able to choose a favorite charity that they
wish to receive GOOD tokens and a portion
of every transaction or sale that occurs on
the Commit Good network will go toward
that organization. GOOD tokens will also be
used to bring organizations into the spotlight
and promote awareness of their causes on
a global scale. Often, smaller charities are
limited by budgetary constraints and are
unable to spread the word of the good that is
occurring at the local level. We aim to change
that through clever awareness campaigns and
promotional opportunities.

Commit Good is built upon the
Creative Chatter charitable platform,
which developed the first method to
geolocate needed items for charities
through a hyper-local approach.
The Commit Good platform will
initially consist of a network of 300+
organizations and non-profits, including
Habitat for Humanity, Catholic
Charities, Ronald McDonald House, and
Feed the Children. Commit Good will
build upon the successes of Creative
Chatter and continue to work with
people, organizations, and non-profits
around the world to build the world’s
largest charitable economy.

